Tamper Evident Polypropylene

Selfwound Tamper Evident Tape for Security Sealing. A hidden Graphic Message Appears when the Product is Attempted to be Opened.

PRODUCT FEATURES
- Immediate Bond to Most Surfaces (Plastic and Paper, Paper Board and Corrugated) - no set up time to initiate hidden message.
- Tape Can Be Ordered In a Number of Different Colors - including Blue, Red, Tan, Yellow
- Tape Can be Ordered with a Unique Hidden Message
- Tape Can be Ordered with a Single Color Logo to Emphasize a Customer's Brand
- Also available in 142 Gauge Film.

CARRIER
92ga Polyester Film

RELEASE LINER
None

ADHESIVE
Pressure Sensitive Rubber Based Hot Melt

ADHESIVE THICKNESS
1.1mils